REACH OUT AND
CONNECT

The Commercial Connected Lighting
System From Ansell Lighting
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/OCTO- Smart control
4

/OCTO Smart control utilises either a dedicated LED driver or a module / node that have OCTO
embedded into the circuit of the driver / module with control via our wireless system. This allows each
luminaire to have individual or collective control via any given trigger such as switches, PIR’s or scene
settings that are within the same mesh network.
Ideal for any given commercial / industrial application that requires wireless control and opens up the vast
options and functionality available through the OCTO smart system.
Our full catalogue of luminaires can be supplied with OCTO intelligence embedded allowing them to wirelessly
communicate with, and be controlled by other devices such as PIR sensors, switches, our web-based dashboard
and other cloud based services ideal for any given application

Constant synchronisation
so any enabled device can
go offline and catch up from
others in the network when
it returns back online

Network security can be an
important consideration so
different sharing settings
can be set for each network
with different administrator
passwords

Self-organising and selfhealing mesh network
where each luminaire can
relay information to and
from others

Pairing and Networks

Pairing
Pairing:
OCTO App will
automatically find all
OCTO enabled luminaires
that are switched on

Network
Grouping:
Control luminaires in a
group together or as
individual fittings

Scenes:
Lighting scenes and
schedules create the
perfect ambience for
different occasions
and needs

Network:
The established network
is a mesh network, a
mesh network does not
have a central resource
or point of failure
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1. Presentation Mode
1
3

2
4

2. Standard Mode
3. Early Evening Mode
4. Late Night Mode

Smart sensors
Occupancy Analytics
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Monitor energy
usage and savings

Motion Sensors

With the calendar and
timer functionality,
scenes and animations
can be turned on
and off based on a
convenient time and
date to suit a user’s
needs.

Bluetooth enabled
PIR sensor
Robust Outdoor
smart controller to
controller outdoor
lighting

www.octouk.com
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Circadian Rhythm in lighting
When designing a space for optimum productivity, it is not uncommon to focus on the colours of the walls and
the layout of the building, but lighting has the potential to help a persons natural circadian rhythm. The right lighting
changes (in the right place and at the right time) can potentially result in people who are more focused and
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productive during the day and experience fewer sleep disturbances at night.

Wa k i n g U p : T h e E n e r g y o f N a t u r a l L i g h t
Gradual changes in lighting intensity, colour spectrum and
temperature (that mimic the changing sky during sunrise) may
help maximise feelings of alertness when a person is first awake.

Fo c u s i n g : T h e Po w e r o f C o o l L i g h t
Individuals exposed to cooler lights can feel alert, more
productive and perform better on tests. Cooler lighting can help
workers focus while in the office, whether they are working
on computers, taking client calls or collaborating on intensive
projects.

Wi n d i n g D o w n : W a r m L i g h t a n d C r e a t i v i t y
This could be an optimal time to use lighting to help people solve
creative challenges. Warm lighting can promote creativity during
project meetings or client pitches and support problem solving
as people think through complex challenges.
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Complete...
CCT Control
The Comfort LED Tunable White Downlight can achieve any
specific colour temperature between 2700K and 6500K,
ensuring suitability for a host of different application
requirements. Full tunability of colour temperature controlled
via the Casambi app.

2700K

4000K

7

6500K
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Presence and Absence Detection
OCTO provides professional level control coupled with easy, intuitive commissioning. Functionality such as
presence and absence detection - which reduces the amount of time the light is on.
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Absence Detection (Commercial)

Upon entering a room the person switches on the light
as normal, but on leaving the detector switches off the
lighting automatically. Lights can also be switched off
manually

Presence Detection (Commercial)

Detectors will switch on lighting automatically when
a person enters the room and switches off lighting
automatically when no movement is detected

Occupancy sensors and analytics
Occupancy sensors and dashboard analytics are an efficient way of analysing how offices and other spaces are
utilised. The data provided gives teams greater visibility on optimising workspace utilisation and boosting meeting
room efficiency.
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Daylight Harvesting
Daylight harvesting systems allow buildings to maximise natural lighting in the home/workplace, thereby reducing
and increasing the artificial lighting as and when needed providing reduced energy comsumtion.
OCTO Smart PIR sensors can be used for Daylight harvesting to maximise energy savings
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Multi-tier hierarchy settings for intelligent interoperation of

Multi-tier hierarchy settings for intelligent interoperation of

both manual and automated control

both manual and automated control

Active or passive PIR occupancy switching

Active or passive PIR occupancy switching

Automatic daylight savings time (BST) correction with offset

Automatic daylight savings time (BST) correction with offset

adjustment

adjustment

Automatic sunrise / sunset prediction. This feature can be

Automatic sunrise / sunset prediction. This feature can be

remotely adjusted via the OCTO App.

remotely adjusted via the OCTO App.
LED indicator for presence recognition within its detection
range (can be turned off).

www.octouk.com
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Product Monitoring

Motion Sensor

Energy usage

Motion sensors can automate lighting ensuring
it is only on when movement is detected.
These sensors can offer additional control and
increased energy efficiency. Similarly, daylight
harvesting sensors can activate scenes that
reduce artificial light in buildings when daylight
is available.

Energy usage analytics can help monitor
unnecessary energy consumption, improving
carbon footprint whilst also offering a deeper
insight into when and where energy is
being used. Giving you the ability to identify
wastage and implement measures to reduce
consumption effectively.

Product Monitoring
Explore deeper insight into product
performance with monitoring analytics that will
provide data highlighting if an individual luminaire
driver is outside of expected operational
parameters indicating the luminaire / driver may
need attention to proactively repair / replace.

Financial savings
By incorporating a smart system into your
lighting solution there could be increased
financial savings, whilst also benefiting from
reduced energy wastage and improving your
carbon footprint. Using task-based scenes
and intuitive timer features can offer significant
reductions.

Heat Mapping
Use heatmapping to precisely evaluate the
activation of sensors in a given area. This data
can be used to see areas of high / low traffic
which can be used to identify spaces of high or
low utilisation leading to better optimisation of
a work space or area should there are be used
too frequently or not at all.
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Motion Sensor
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Heat Mapping

Dashboard and analytics
We can deliver the tools you need to effectively manage a building’s energy consumption. Our dashboards and reports can give you the
insight required to make effective changes and hit your carbon reduction targets.
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Download and Connect...
The OCTO lighting app is loaded with helpful content to ensure users get the most from our
connected lighting solution. With videos, helpful guides, inspiration and a dedicated area for installers it
is the perfect tool to assist in the set up and control of the OCTO system.
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Download the free OCTO lighting app today and follow the instructions

Powered by

Installers...
Why not become an official OCTO installer today? We can provide a step by step course that will
ensure you become a certified OCTO installer. We’ll talk you through what OCTO is capable of, how
to install OCTO in both interior and exterior environments and how to commission the OCTO app.
If you’re interested in becoming an OCTO installer contact us today to find out more about our free
training course.

Find out more at www.octouk.com
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